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ABSTRACT
We present a study of Jovian Trojan objects detected serendipitously during the course of a sky survey

conducted at the University of Hawaii 2.2 m telescope. We used a 8192] 8192 pixel charge-coupled
device (CCD) mosaic to observe 20 deg2 at locations spread over the L4 Lagrangian swarm and reached
a limiting magnitude V \ 22.5 (50% of maximum detection efficiency). Ninety-three Jovian Trojans were
detected with radii 2 km ¹ r ¹ 20 km (assumed visual albedo 0.04). Their di†erential magnitude distribu-
tion has a slope of 0.40 ^ 0.05, corresponding to a power-law size distribution index 3.0 ^ 0.3 (1 p). The
total number of L4 Trojans with radii º1 km is of order 1.6 ] 105, and their combined mass
(dominated by the largest objects) is D10~4 The bias-corrected mean inclination isMEarth. 13¡.7^ 0¡.5.
We also discuss the size and spatial distribution of the L4 swarm.
Key words : comets : general È minor planets, asteroids

1. INTRODUCTION

The Jovian Trojans are asteroidal objects conÐned to two
swarms in JupiterÏs orbit, leading and trailing the planet by
60¡ of longitude (known as the L4 and L5 Trojans,
respectively). The Ðrst recognized Jovian Trojan (588
Achilles), discovered in 1906 by Max Wolf, was taken as
providing observational conÐrmation of LagrangeÏs predic-
tion of stable orbits at the triangular points. Currently, 132
Jovian Trojans have been numbered, while another 125
await permanent designations. These objects follow loose
orbits that librate around the L4 and L5 points with periods
near 150 years. Recent work has shown that Trojan orbits
are destabilized by collisional ejection (for which the loss
rate of bodies larger than 1 km in diameter is estimated at
D10~3 yr~1 ; Marzari et al. 1997) and, to a lesser extent, by
dynamical chaos (corresponding loss rate D6 ] 10~5 yr~1 ;
Levison, Shoemaker, & Shoemaker 1997). The implication
is that the Trojans must either be the remnants of a much
more substantial initial population of trapped bodies or
that these objects are continually replenished from an
unidentiÐed external source.

The origin of the Trojans is a subject of much conjecture.
The principal dynamical problem concerns the nature of the
dissipation needed to stabilize objects in weakly bound
orbits librating about L4 and L5. Schemes under consider-
ation include capture of near-Jupiter planetesimals by gas
drag in an early phase of the solar nebula (Peale 1993),
stabilization of planetesimals near the L4 and L5 points due
to the rapidly increasing mass of Jupiter in the late stages of
its growth (Marzari & Scholl 1998), and collisional dissi-
pation followed by capture of asteroidal fragments
(Shoemaker, Shoemaker, & Wolfe 1989). Physical obser-
vations provide only limited clues about the source of the
Trojans. The optical (Jewitt & Luu 1990 ; Fitzsimmons et al.
1994) and near-infrared (Luu, Jewitt, & Cloutis 1994 ;
Dumas, Owen, & Barruci 1998) reÑection spectra appear
featureless and are reminiscent of the spectra of the nuclei of
short-period comets. Like cometary nuclei, the Trojans
have very low (D4%) visual albedos (Cruikshank 1977 ;
Tedesco 1989) that suggest carbonized surface composi-

tions. If the Trojans formed near or beyond JupiterÏs orbit,
temperatures were probably low enough for water to exist
as solid ice (rather than vapor, as in the inner nebula). This
fact has led to the suggestion that the Trojans might possess
ice-rich interiors equivalent to those of the cometary nuclei,
a possibility that is not contradicted by any available obser-
vations (Jewitt 1996).

In this paper, we discuss the results of an optical survey
taken in the direction of the L4 Jovian swarm. The survey
di†ers from most previous work on these objects in two
main respects. First, it is based on the use of a digital (CCD)
detector instead of photographic plates and so has rela-
tively high sensitivity to faint (small) Jovian Trojans.
Second, the parameters of the survey are extremely well
known as a consequence of the relative ease with which
digital data may be calibrated (compared with nonlinear,
analog photographic data). Therefore, we are able to
measure the statistical properties of the L4 Trojans with
greater conÐdence than would be possible with photogra-
phic data. A preliminary abstract describing this work
(Chen et al. 1997) is superseded by the present report.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

The present observations were taken as part of a study of
the Kuiper Belt, the main results of which are already
published (Jewitt, Luu, & Trujillo 1998). Here we present
observations taken UT 1996 October 7 to 15 at the f/10
Cassegrain focus of the University of Hawaii 2.2 m tele-
scope with a 8192 ] 8192 pixel CCD mosaic (hereafter
called 8K). The 8K consists of eight 2048] 4096 pixel
Loral chips with 15 km pixels and gaps between chips of
D1 mm. The pixels were binned 3] 3 in order to reduce
the readout time (from approximately 6 minutes to 1
minute) while maintaining Nyquist sampling of the images.
The binned image scale was pixel~1, yielding0A.405^ 0A.002
a Ðeld of view (0.094 deg2). Typical image18@.4 ] 18@.4
quality (including contributions from the intrinsic seeing,
wind shake and tracking oscillations during the unguided
integrations) varied from to full width at half-0A.8 1A.0
maximum (FWHM), meaning that the images were Nyquist
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sampled. The images were taken with a 150 s integration
time through a specially optimized VR Ðlter (bandwidth
5000 to 7000 Jewitt et al. 1998). Each sky position wasÓ;
imaged at three epochs, with a separation between epochs
of about 1 hr. In total, we observed 20 deg2 of sky in the
direction of L4.

The data were Ñattened using a median combination of
dithered images of the evening twilight sky. Observations of
photometric standard stars (Landolt 1992) were used to
calibrate the sensitivity of each chip. By deÐning an A0 star
to have an object of solar colorm

VR
\V \ R\ 0,

(V [R\ 0.35) has We adopted the latterV B m
VR

] 0.2.
relation to transform our V R magnitude to standard V
magnitude in this work. Note that Trojan asteroids display
a wide range of optical colors, from nearly solar to very red
(V [RD 0.6 : Jewitt & Luu 1990 ; Fitzsimmons et al. 1994),
leading to the introduction of small, color-dependent cor-
rections to the V versus relation. In addition, some ofm

VRthe 8K CCDs were of locally inferior photometric quality.
Together, these e†ects introduce an inherent uncertainty in
the absolute photometric accuracy of about 0.2 mag.
Trojans were identiÐed using the MODS detection program
(Trujillo & Jewitt 1998). We determined the detection effi-
ciency of MODS by searching for artiÐcial objects added to
real data. The efficiency is adequately Ðtted by the function

e\ emax
G
1 [ 1

2
exp

Cm
V

[ m
V
(50)

p
V

DH
, (1)

where is the maximum detection efficiency, is theemax m
VTrojan magnitude, is the magnitude at which them

V
(50)

detection efficiency equals and measures theemax/2, p
Vwidth of the band of decreasing detection efficiency. When

including the trailing loss due to the motion of the Trojans
during the integration, we found emax\ 0.86^ 0.01,

and Variations inm
V
(50)\ 22.47^ 0.05, p

V
\ 1.13^ 0.01.

the seeing within the data are small and a†ect by atm
V
(50)

most D0.1 mag. (i.e., less than the formal uncertainty in the
absolute photometry).

We took all observations near opposition, where the rate
of retrograde motion across the sky, u (arcsec hr~1), is
inversely related to the heliocentric distance. With this con-

straint we could not observe the L4 point directly, but
instead we mapped areas at a range of angular distances
from the Lagrangian point (Fig. 1). In addition, because we
could not a†ord to interfere with our primary (Kuiper Belt)
observational program, we secured no follow-up astrometry
of Trojan candidates with which to determine orbital ele-
ments. Instead, we used the sky-plane angular speed to dis-
tinguish Trojans from main-belt asteroids. The main-belt
asteroids move westward at rates generally higher than the
more distant Trojans, permitting us to separate the two
types of object on the basis of speed. The left panel of Figure
2 shows the apparent velocities in right ascension and decli-
nation of numbered main-belt asteroids and previously
known Trojans in the direction of our observations on 1996
October 10. The curves in the left panel of Figure 2 show the
loci of points having total angular motions u\ 22A hr~1
and u\ 24A hr~1. At u[ 24A hr~1 we Ðnd exclusively
main-belt asteroids (the left panel of Fig. 2). Roughly equal

FIG. 1.ÈSky coverage of the present survey (squares). The L4 Lagrang-
ian point is marked by a large Ðlled circle and the ecliptic is shown for
reference. The Ðeld boxes are not to scale.

FIG. 2.ÈL eft : Apparent angular velocities of numbered main-belt asteroids (open circles) and Trojans ( Ðlled circles) projected in the direction of
observation on 1996 October 10. Marked curves show angular velocities u\ 22A and 24A hr~1. Right : Objects detected by MODS having u¹ 24A hr~1 ;
those with u¹ 22A hr~1 are taken to be Trojans for the purpose of this study. All objects moving faster than u\ 24A hr~1 are main-belt asteroids and were
ignored by the MODS software.
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TABLE 1

TROJAN ASTEROIDS FROM THE 8K SURVEY

D i D i
N V (km) (deg) N V (km) (deg)

1 . . . . . . . 17.7 40.9 22.8 48 . . . . . . 21.6 6.7 1.5
2 . . . . . . . 17.8 40.1 2.2 49 . . . . . . 21.6 6.8 1.8
3 . . . . . . . 18.7 26.4 9.6 50 . . . . . . 21.7 6.4 10.8
4 . . . . . . . 18.8 25.2 2.1 51 . . . . . . 21.8 6.2 0.6
5 . . . . . . . 18.9 23.5 12.1 52 . . . . . . 21.8 6.1 3.8
6 . . . . . . . 19.0 22.8 5.4 53 . . . . . . 21.8 6.2 4.5
7 . . . . . . . 19.5 18.2 0.3 54 . . . . . . 21.8 6.4 0.7
8 . . . . . . . 19.7 16.0 6.5 55 . . . . . . 21.8 6.3 8.3
9 . . . . . . . 19.7 16.1 6.2 56 . . . . . . 21.9 6.1 3.2
10 . . . . . . 19.8 15.8 8.7 57 . . . . . . 21.9 5.9 5.6
11 . . . . . . 19.8 15.8 6.7 58 . . . . . . 21.9 6.0 5.4
12 . . . . . . 20.0 14.2 7.7 59 . . . . . . 21.9 6.0 1.6
13 . . . . . . 20.1 13.9 15.9 60 . . . . . . 21.9 5.9 3.7
14 . . . . . . 20.1 13.7 5.0 61 . . . . . . 21.9 5.9 5.2
15 . . . . . . 20.4 11.7 20.0 62 . . . . . . 21.9 5.9 20.7
16 . . . . . . 20.5 11.3 16.1 63 . . . . . . 22.0 5.7 0.8
17 . . . . . . 20.6 10.8 8.3 64 . . . . . . 22.0 5.7 2.6
18 . . . . . . 20.6 10.9 8.5 65 . . . . . . 22.0 5.7 16.7
19 . . . . . . 20.6 10.6 9.1 66 . . . . . . 22.1 5.4 7.4
20 . . . . . . 20.7 10.2 7.2 67 . . . . . . 22.2 5.1 7.6
21 . . . . . . 20.7 10.4 0.4 68 . . . . . . 22.2 5.2 7.9
22 . . . . . . 20.8 9.6 1.7 69 . . . . . . 22.2 5.3 17.7
23 . . . . . . 20.8 9.9 8.0 70 . . . . . . 22.2 5.2 4.1
24 . . . . . . 20.8 10.0 7.6 71 . . . . . . 22.3 5.1 5.7
25 . . . . . . 20.8 9.9 0.3 72 . . . . . . 22.3 4.9 6.2
26 . . . . . . 20.9 9.2 29.2 73 . . . . . . 22.3 4.9 4.8
27 . . . . . . 20.9 9.6 12.8 74 . . . . . . 22.3 4.8 25.7
28 . . . . . . 20.9 9.3 8.7 75 . . . . . . 22.4 4.7 20.0
29 . . . . . . 20.9 9.3 9.3 76 . . . . . . 22.4 4.7 7.3
30 . . . . . . 21.0 8.9 5.7 77 . . . . . . 22.4 4.7 2.4
31 . . . . . . 21.0 9.0 1.8 78 . . . . . . 22.4 4.7 1.0
32 . . . . . . 21.1 8.7 2.2 79 . . . . . . 22.5 4.5 6.4
33 . . . . . . 21.1 8.6 8.9 80 . . . . . . 22.6 4.3 0.6
34 . . . . . . 21.1 8.6 18.8 81 . . . . . . 22.6 4.4 3.5
35 . . . . . . 21.1 8.7 8.0 82 . . . . . . 22.6 4.4 11.9
36 . . . . . . 21.1 8.6 7.2 83 . . . . . . 22.7 4.2 2.4
37 . . . . . . 21.3 7.7 3.7 84 . . . . . . 22.7 4.1 1.2
38 . . . . . . 21.3 7.8 3.4 85 . . . . . . 22.8 4.0 0.5
39 . . . . . . 21.4 7.4 6.0 86 . . . . . . 22.8 4.0 2.0
40 . . . . . . 21.5 7.1 10.7 87 . . . . . . 22.9 3.7 2.4
41 . . . . . . 21.5 7.2 1.2 88 . . . . . . 22.9 3.8 19.4
42 . . . . . . 21.5 7.3 10.2 89 . . . . . . 23.0 3.5 3.8
43 . . . . . . 21.5 7.1 3.6 90 . . . . . . 23.1 3.4 9.5
44 . . . . . . 21.5 7.2 8.8 91 . . . . . . 23.2 3.3 0.1
45 . . . . . . 21.6 7.0 2.1 92 . . . . . . 23.3 3.1 1.9
46 . . . . . . 21.6 7.0 16.5 93 . . . . . . 23.4 2.9 21.5
47 . . . . . . 21.6 6.8 6.2

numbers of main-belt and Trojan asteroids appear in the
range 22A hr~1¹ u¹ 24A hr~1. On the other hand, a large
majority (D90%) of the objects with u¹ 22A hr~1 are
Trojans. Therefore, u¹ 22A hr~1 constitutes our oper-
ational deÐnition of Trojans in this survey. This deÐnition is
clearly not perfect, but it is sufficiently robust that we can
make statistical identiÐcations of the Jovian Trojans in our
data. The right panel of Figure 2 shows all 93 Trojan candi-
dates Ñagged by the detection software. Of these, only the
fourth object in Table 1 has position and motion consistent
with a previously known Trojan asteroid (6020 P-L). The
best evidence that we have indeed obtained a sample domi-
nated by Trojans, as opposed to foreground main-belt
asteroids, is provided by the sky-plane surface density dis-

FIG. 3.ÈSurface density variation of the observed L4 swarm along the
ecliptic. A Gaussian distribution with (corresponding topT\ 11.2^ 0.9
FWHM is Ðts the data.26¡.4 ^ 2¡.1)

tribution of the 93 identiÐed objects (Fig. 3). This distribu-
tion is peaked toward L4 in a manner incompatible with the
azimuthally uniform distribution of the main-belt asteroids.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1. L uminosity Function
Photometry was performed using a circular aperture 4A.7

in projected diameter, with sky subtraction from a contig-
uous annulus 3A wide (Table 1). This aperture was selected
by trial and error to give a stable measure of the Ñux while
minimizing photometric noise from the background sky.
The statistical photometric uncertainty is ^0.2 mag at the
faint end and less than ^0.1 mag at the bright end of the
magnitude distribution. For comparison with other work, it
is useful to employ the absolute V magnitude, V (1, 1, 0) \
V [ 5 logR*, where R and * (AU) are the heliocentric and
geocentric distances, respectively. The correction to zero
phase angle has been ignored (since the phase angles near
opposition are small). The distances R and * are not accu-
rately known for the individual Trojan asteroids. We adopt
the mean distances of the numbered L4 Trojans at the
epoch of observation, namely, R\ 5.1^ 0.2 AU and
*\ 4.1^ 0.2 AU. Here the quoted errors are 1 p standard
deviations and the dispersion in R and * results from the
Ðnite extent of the L4 swarm along the line of sight. With
these values we obtain V (1, 1, 0) \ V [ (6.60^ 0.24). For
reference, we further compute the Trojan radii, r (km), from
the relation

r \ J2.24] 1016`0.4*VSun~V(1,1,0)+/p
V

, (2)

where is the geometric albedo at the V wavelength andp
V is the apparent V magnitude of the Sun. TheVSun\[26.74

mean geometric albedo of the Trojans recorded by the
IRAS satellite (Tedesco 1989) is p

V
\ 0.040^ 0.005

(however, the quoted statistical uncertainty is probably
smaller than inherent systematic uncertainties due to
assumptions made in the radiometric modeling of the IRAS
data). With this we obtainp

V
,

r0.04 \ 100.2(24.23~V) km (3)
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FIG. 4.ÈMagnitude vs. size relation for Trojan asteroids (eq. [2])

(Fig. 4). A Trojan at the 50% detection threshold V \ 22.5
has V (1, 1, 0) \ 15.9 and km. The brightestr0.04 \ 2.2
(faintest) Trojan detected in the present survey has V \ 17.7
(23.4), corresponding approximately to \ 20.2 km (1.5r0.04km). The distance variation across the diameter of the L4
swarm introduces an uncertainty to the derived radii of
about ^10%.

Figure 5 shows the cumulative luminosity function (CLF)
computed from the present data. The crosses in the Ðgure
show the distribution of the raw counts, while the Ðlled
circles show the distribution corrected for the detection effi-
ciency. We have not included a correction for contami-
nation of the Trojan sample by main-belt interlopers. As
noted above, this is a small e†ect whose inclusion would
decrease the estimated surface densities at all magnitudes by
about 10%. Error bars in Figure 5 were estimated from
Poisson statistics. The luminosity function is taken to be of
the form

N(V )dV \ 10a(V~V0) dV . (4)

A least-squares Ðt to the di†erential magnitude distribution
gives slope parameter a \ 0.40^ 0.05. The three lines in
Figure 5 have gradients a [ 1 p, a, and a ] 1 p, where
1 p \ 0.05. We assume that the radii of Trojans follow a
di†erential power-law distribution such that the number
of objects having radii in the range r ] r ] dr is
n(r)dr \ !r~q dr, where ! and q are constants. For objects
all located at a single heliocentric and geocentric distance, a
and q are related by q \ 5a ] 1 (Irwin, Tremaine, &

1995). Thus, the present data suggest q \ 3.0^ 0.3Z0 ytkow
in the radius range 2.2 km. For compari-km ¹ r0.04 ¹ 20
son, Shoemaker et al. (1989) estimated a \ 0.433 for 10.25
mag ¹ B(1, 0) ¹ 14 mag (corresponding to q \ 3.17 in the
approximate range 4 km, assumingkm ¹ r0.04¹ 40
B[V D 0.65), but they did not state their uncertainty. We
consider these determinations to be in good agreement.

The di†erence between q measured here and the canon-
ical q \ 3.5 distribution produced by collisional shattering
(Dohnanyi 1969) is statistically insigniÐcant. In any case,
unmodeled e†ects will cause the Trojan distribution to
di†er from a Dohnanyi power law. For example, the veloc-
ity of ejection of collision fragments varies inversely with

FIG. 5.ÈCumulative magnitude-frequency distribution of detected
Trojans. Crosses mark the original data ; Ðlled circles indicate the distribu-
tion after correction for the detection efficiency. The straight lines have
gradients a \ 0.35, 0.40, and 0.45.

fragment size (as r~1@2 ; Nakamura & Fujiwara 1991). Fol-
lowing collisional production the small Trojans should
preferentially escape from the L4 region, leading to a dis-
tribution Ñatter than the Dohnanyi power law (i.e., q \ 3.5).
We consider it likely that the small Trojan asteroids are
collisionally produced fragments of once larger bodies (cf.
Marzari et al. 1997).

3.2. Inclination-Frequency Distribution
We are able to measure the position angles of the proper-

motion vectors of the Trojans with an uncertainty of about
^1¡. The proper-motion vectors cannot be accurately con-
verted to orbital inclinations without a fuller knowledge of
the orbits than we possess. The approximate relation
between the direction of apparent motion and the true incli-
nation is given by

tan h
a
\ tan i

JR(1] tan2 i) [ 1
, (5)

where is the angle between the apparent direction ofh
amotion and the projected ecliptic, i is the true orbital incli-

nation, and R is the semimajor axis of the orbit. In deriving
equation (5) we have assumed that the orbital eccentricities
are zero, that the proper motion is the vector di†erence of
the intrinsic motion of the Trojans from the orbital motion
of Earth and that the observations are taken at opposition.
In the limit i ] 90¡, so that with R\ 5.2 AUtan h

a
] R~1@2

we Ðnd One object in Table 1 has (No.h
a
] 24¡. h

a
[ 24¡
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FIG. 6.È(a) Apparent distribution of inclinations of Trojans found in the present survey. (b) Same as (a), but corrected for inclination bias and normalized
at 12¡ ¹ i¹ 14¡.

26). Presumably, it is a main-belt asteroid whose sky-plane
velocity falls fortuitously within the Trojan domain.

The distribution of derived inclinations (Fig. 6a) has a
mean median Trojans with largei\ 7¡.4^ 0¡.7, i\ 6¡.2.
inclinations spend most of their time away from the ecliptic,
leading to a bias against their detection. The bias correction
varies approximately in inverse proportion to the orbital
inclination. Figure 6b shows the inclination distribution
after correction by the factor 1/i and normalization to
Figure 6a in the range 12¡ ¹ i¹ 14¡. The bias-corrected
mean inclination is which compares favor-•6 \ 13¡.7 ^ 0¡.5,
ably with the best estimate of Shoemaker et al. (1989) for the
mean inclination of the larger Trojans (•6 \ 17¡.7).

Observers of Trojan asteroids two decades ago suspected
that ““ there is a possibility that the inclinations are bimodal
. . . with groups separated by a minimum at iD 13¡ ÏÏ
(Degewij & van Houten 1979). There is indeed an apparent
lack of Trojans in the corrected inclination distribution
with i\ 14¡ ^ 1¡, giving a bimodal appearance (Fig. 6b).
However, inspection of the raw data in Figure 6a shows
that the local minimum is statistically insigniÐcant. Fur-
thermore, the inclination distribution of numbered and
unnumbered L4 Trojans (from an electronic list maintained
by B. Marsden at the Minor Planet Center) shows no evi-
dence for bimodality (Fig. 7). Therefore, we conclude that
the data provide no compelling evidence for a bimodal dis-
tribution of inclinations.

3.3. Size and Content of the L 4 Trojan Swarm
Figure 3 shows the variation of the surface density, &(h)

(deg~2), of L4 Trojans with angular distance, h, from the L4
point along the ecliptic. The data can be Ðtted by a Gauss-
ian function,

&(h)dh \ &0] &1 exp
A[h2

2p
T
2
B
dh (15¡ ¹ h ¹ 60¡) , (6)

with (deg~2), (deg~2) and&0\ 1.1^ 0.4 &1\ 27.7^ 4.6
(deg). The apparent FWHM of the L4pT\ 11¡.2^ 0¡.9

swarm measured along the ecliptic is with mea-26¡.4 ^ 2¡.1,
surable surface density for h ¹ 40¡. The linear size corre-
sponding to is D2.4 AU. For comparison,FWHM\ 26¡.4
Holman & Wisdom (1993) found that the theoretical stable

zones of the Jupiter Lagrangian point have an angular
radius of about 35¡. The angular half-width of the swarm
along the ecliptic is comparable to the bias-(13¡.2^ 1¡.0)
corrected mean inclination meaning that we(13¡.7 ^ 0¡.5),
may take the projected outline of the swarm as approx-
imately circular in the plane of the sky.

The number of L4 Trojans within angle of L4 is thenhmax
N(hmax) \

P
0

hmax
2n sin (h)&(h)dh . (7)

We plot solutions to equation (7) in Figure 8. The ampli-
tude of libration about L4 ranges up to 60¡ (Shoemaker et
al. 1989). Accordingly, we obtain the nominal population
estimate N(60¡) \ 3.4] 104 (V ¹ 22.5, km),r0.04º 2.2
plotted in Figure 8 as model A. The uncertainty on this
number may be estimated in two ways. Uniformly increas-
ing (decreasing) the Ðtted parameters and by 1 p&0, &1, pTchanges N by ^35% (cf. Fig. 8). Systematic errors may also
a†ect particularly since the surface density atN(hmax),h ¹ 15¡ is not measured in our survey. However, we Ðnd
these errors to be small. If, to consider an extreme case, we

FIG. 7.ÈApparent inclination distribution of the L4 Trojans
(numbered] unnumbered).
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FIG. 8.ÈCumulative number of Trojans with radii º2.2 km (the smal-
lest objects detected in the present survey) as a function of angular distance
from the L4 point. Model A shows eq. (7) with &0\ 1.1^ 0.4, &1\ 27.7

and in the range 0¡ ¹ h ¹ 60¡. Model B is the same^ 4.6, pT\ 11.2^ 0.9
as model A except that for h ¹ 15¡. Uncertainties on both&0\ &14 0
curves show the e†ect of forcing and to ]1 and [1 p from the&0, &1 pTbest-Ðt values.

arbitrarily (and unphysically) assume that &(h ¹ 15¡) \ 0,
we obtain (from eq. [7]) N(60¡) \ 2.1] 104, still only 40%
less than the nominal estimate. We conclude that isN(hmax)uncertain to within a factor of order 2.

The cumulative luminosity function is replotted in Figure
9, including 132 numbered and 125 unnumbered Trojan
asteroids (open circles) from orbital element catalogs main-
tained by the Minor Planet Center. We used V (1, 1, 0)
\ H ] 0.36 to correct the catalog magnitudes to the
V -band magnitudes employed here. In making the compari-
son between the number of Trojans deduced from the
present survey (eq. [8]) with those from the Minor Planet
lists, we have corrected the former by a factor of 2, to
account for the unobserved L5 swarm. (Early suspicions
that L4 might be more populated than L5 have not been
borne out by recent data, supporting our application of a
factor of 2 ; Shoemaker et al. 1989.) Curvature of the CLF at
V (1, 1, 0) º 9.5 km) indicates observational(r 0.04 ¹ 42
incompleteness in the Minor Planet Trojan sample, as does
the fact that the catalog asteroids are less numerous than
those of the present survey by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude in
the common range 11 mag ¹ V (1, 1, 0) ¹ 14 mag (Fig. 9).
Thirty-seven objects have V (1, 1, 0) \ 9.5. Their e†ective
CLF has slope a \ 0.89^ 0.15, signiÐcantly steeper than
that measured from the fainter objects of the 8K survey. The
implied size distribution index is q \ 5.5^ 0.9 [V (1, 1, 0)
\ 9.5, r0.04 º 42 km].

The data of Figure 9 are adequately Ðtted by the follow-
ing di†erential size distributions :

n1(r0.04)dr0.04 \ 1.5] 106
A1 km

r0.04

B3.0B0.3
dr0.04

(2.2 km ¹ r0.04 ¹ 20 km) , (8)

n2(r0.04)dr0.04 \ 3.5] 109
A1 km

r0.04

B5.5B0.9
dr0.04

(r0.04 º 42 km) . (9)

FIG. 9.ÈCumulative luminosity function from this work ( Ðlled circles)
and from 257 cataloged Trojans detected in earlier surveys (open circles).
Counts from the present survey have been doubled to account for the
unobserved L5 swarm.

The corresponding integral distributions are

N([r0.04) \ 1.6] 105
A1 km

r0.04

B2.0B0.3

(2.2 km ¹ r0.04 ¹ 20 km) , (10)

N([r0.04) \ 7.8] 108
A1 km

r0.04

B4.5B0.9

(r0.04 º 42 km) , (11)

From equation (10) we Ðnd the number of L4 Trojans
with km is N D 6400, to within a factor of order 2.r0.04 º 5
For comparison, there were 5700 numbered and 1100
unnumbered main-belt asteroids with km as ofr0.04º 5
1999 July 29. These estimates validate the assertion by
Shoemaker et al. (1989) to the e†ect that the populations of
the main-belt and the Trojan swarms are of the same order.
The number of L4 Trojans with km is D1.6] 105,r0.04 º 1
from equation (10).

The most straightforward explanation of the slope di†er-
ences (eqs. [8] and [9] and Fig. 9) is that the large objects
represent a primordial population, while Trojans smaller
than a critical radius, are produced from the larger onesr

c
,

by collisional shattering (Shoemaker et al. 1989 ; Marzari,
Scholl, & Farinella 1996). By equating equations (10) and
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(11), we Ðnd km [corresponding to V (1, 1, 0) \r
c
D 30

10.2^ 0.5 (Fig. 9)]. Binzel & Sauter (1992) reported that
Trojans with km have a larger mean light-curver0.04[ 45
amplitude (a measure of elongated body shape) than their
low-albedo main-belt counterparts. They suggested that
this might mark the primordial/fragment transition size,
with larger bodies retaining the aspherical forms in which
they were created (we note that this explanation is clearly
not unique). Inspection of their Figure 21 shows that the
transition radius deÐned in this way is uncertain to within a
factor of 2 and fully compatible with km as foundr

c
D 30

here. We conclude that two independently measured physi-
cal parameters (the size distribution and the light-curve
amplitude distribution) show evidence for a change near

to 40 km.r
c
B 30
The total mass of Trojans is

MT\
P
0

rc 4
3

nor3n1(r)dr ]
P
rc

= 4
3

nor3n2(r)dr , (12)

where and are from equations (8) and (9) and o \ 2000n1 n2kg m~3 is the assumed bulk density. We Ðnd MTB
5 ] 1020 kg B 9 ] 10~5 equivalent to a 400 kmMEarth,radius sphere having the same density. Dynamical calcu-
lations show that escaped Trojans would be quickly scat-
tered into orbits indistinguishable from those of some
short-period comets (Marzari, Farinella, & Vanzani 1995).
Therefore it is of interest to compare with the mass ofMTshort-period comets delivered to the inner solar system over
the past 4.5 Gyr. The rate of supply of short-period comets
is fD 10~2 yr~1 1985). The size and mass dis-(Ferna� ndez
tributions of the cometary nuclei have not been adequately
measured. We assume that the nuclei follow a di†erential
size distribution with index q \ 3 and minimum and
maximum radii and km. The radius of ther1\ 0.5 r2\ 30
nucleus having the average mass in this distribution is r6 B

km. A small number of well-measured(2r2r12) 1@3 \ 2.5
cometary nuclei have radii of about a few kilometers (Jewitt
1996), consistent with this estimate. The delivered mass of
short-period comets is then whereM

C
B 4nor6 3fT /3,

T \ 4.5] 109 yr is the age of the solar system. We Ðnd
kg, corresponding to ThisM

C
B 6 ] 1021 M

C
B 10MT.mass, if taken at face value, makes it unlikely that the

Trojan swarms could be the dominant source of the comets.
It is entirely possible, however, that a fraction (perhaps
10%) of the short-period comets could be escaped Trojans.
A deÐnitive estimate of this fraction will require better
knowledge of the cometary parameters q, f, and(r1, r2,density) than we now possess, as well as detailed under-
standing of the physics of collisional ejection from the
Trojan swarms.

The present results were extracted from data taken for an
independent (Kuiper Belt) purpose. They serve to give an
idea of the power of modern CCD arrays on a telescope of
rather modest diameter. Much more could be learned from
a survey speciÐcally targeting the Trojan asteroids and
including astrometric follow-up, so that orbital elements
can be determined for individual objects. Future work
should focus on a more complete digital survey of both L4
and L5 swarms in order to determine the total population
and size distribution with greater conÐdence. Observations
taken away from the ecliptic will provide a better measure
of the high-inclination objects. Observations to fainter lim-
iting magnitudes will allow us to probe the subkilometer
population. Carefully planned measurements will produce
stronger constraints on the collisional and dynamical states
of the Jovian Trojans, leading ultimately to a deeper under-
standing of these enigmatic bodies.

4. SUMMARY

1. The luminosity function of the Jovian L4 Trojans has
slope 0.40 ^ 0.05 in the magnitude range 18.0 ¹ V ¹ 22.5,
corresponding to objects with radii 2 kmkm ¹ r0.04 ¹ 20
(where is the radius derived assuming a geometricr0.04albedo of 0.04). The corresponding di†erential power-law
size distribution index is q \ 3.0^ 0.3. This is consistent
with the slope expected for a collisionally shattered popu-
lation (q D 3.5 ; Dohnanyi 1969) within D2 p (95%) con-
Ðdence and suggests that the small Trojans are collisional
fragments of larger bodies.

2. The brighter (larger) Trojans follow a q \ 5.5^ 0.9
di†erential power-law distribution.

3. The apparent FWHM of the L4 swarm is 26¡ ^ 2¡,
measured along the ecliptic.

4. The distribution of inclinations of the Trojans, when
corrected for observational bias, has mean 13¡.7 ^ 0¡.5.

5. About 1.6 ] 105 L4 Trojans are bigger than 1 km
radius. Their combined mass is of order 5 ] 1020 kg
(9] 10~5 assuming bulk density o \ 2000 kg m~3.MEarth),
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Note added in proof.ÈWhile this work was in press Kuchner, Reach, and Brown (2000, Icarus, 145, 44) published an upper
limit to the thermal emission from dust in the L5 Trojan cloud. They used data from the COBE satellite at j \ 60 km
wavelength and found an e†ective surface area C(10 km)\ 6 ] 1013 m2 (3 p). Particles with size parameters 2nr/j > 1 have
very small emissivities. Therefore, we have assumed that the COBE limit refers to the cumulative cross section of particles
with radii r [ j/2n B 10 km. Separately, we estimate the cumulative cross section of Projans with r º 1 km from the newly
measured size distributions (eqs. [8] and [9]) as C(1 km) \ 5 ] 1012 m2. The empirical ratio of cross sections is ( \ C(10
km)/C(1 km)\ 12. For di†erential power-law size distributions with indices q \ 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 we calculate ( \ 5, 104, and
108, respectively. The COBE and new ground-based data are thus clearly inconsistent with size distributions steeper than
q B 3, for debris particles in the 10 km to 1 km size range. Even the canonical q \ 3.5 Dohnanyi power law, applicable to an
equilibrium collisional cascade, is inconsistent with the measured (. This is presumably a result of the rapid removal of small,
collisionally produced dust grains from the libration clouds by Poynting-Robertson drag and other e†ects. The orbits of a
fraction of these grains must evolve into the zodiacal dust cloud complex, raising hope that Trojan dust may one day be
identiÐed in stratospheric particle collections.


